Join us for a series of workshops focused on developing large, interdisciplinary grant proposals. These interactive workshops will help I-DISC faculty members develop strategies for preparing such proposals, and will provide them with guidance and tools to support them as they do so. Post-workshop follow-up consultations with the workshop speaker, Dr. Jen Salazar, will be available to I-DISC faculty members planning to submit an interdisciplinary proposal.

**Topics will include:**
- Review criteria and scoring – how large(r) proposals differ from small
- Preparing your kickoff or proposal retreat
- Proposal work plans – timelines, project management tips
- High-level development strategies
- Measurable goals and impacts
- Using readers/friendly reviewers and incorporating feedback
- Win or lose, what to do next

**REGISTER HERE**
by October 12, 2021

The workshop will be conducted by **Dr. Jennifer Salazar**. Dr. Salazar is the owner of Northalder Editing and was previously the director of communications at Georgia Tech’s data science IRI and a principal writer at Argonne National Laboratory. She has a Ph.D. in biology (phylogenetics) and a B.S. in communication (journalism) and biology. She has a wealth of experience managing complex, multi-investigator projects and developing strategies and writing for grant proposals for submission to NSF, DOE, NIH/NIAID, DHS, DARPA, and ARO.